Peer Editing Worksheet

Name of Reviewer: ____________________________

Name of Person Reviewed: ___________________________

1. List the categories from the Writing and Style Guide that the students needs to review.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. List the types of citations from the Citation Guide that the student needs to review.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

3. Does each episode begin with a story from a primary source/s?
   Y/N  If no, then list the episodes that need a clear story or a primary source/s: _______________

________________________________________________________________________

4. Does each episode contextualize the primary source using secondary sources?
   Y/N  If no, the list the episodes that need contextualization or more secondary sources: ______

________________________________________________________________________

5. Which episode did you like the best? Why? ________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. Which episode did you like the least? Why? ________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

7. Does each episode abide by the rules of historical writing? Specifically, are historical events in
   the past tense, are personal opinions and speculations omitted, and are interpretations of facts
   sound? If not, list episodes that need to be edited for historical accuracy.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________